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Abstract 

Normalization of read counlS is an important data processing Slcp in the detection 
of differentially expressed (DE) genes between two treatments in RNA-Seq data. One 
popular method of normalizat ion , the trimmed mean of M-values (TMM) approach, 
requires the selection of a reference sample to compare all other samples against. This 
selection is often made somewhat arbitrarily. and can lead to unnecessary variability in 
DE detection results. We propose a simple method of normalization vector averaging 
to reduce this variability while sacrificing minimal peIiorman ce. 
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minor in computer science, r was particularly looking for an outlet where r could use 
computers to run a large-scale mathematical analysis on a large dataset, preferably one 
not directly related to the insurance industry. With its massive datasets, and basis in 
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challenge r was looking for. 

A year ago, when r committed to an Honors Thesis involving RNA-Seq analysis, r 
was a complete novice to the field of RNA-Seq. I had never worked directly with raw 
datasets so large, nor had r had any previous experience using the statisticaI language 
R. With essentially no knowledge of the RNA-Seq process at the start of this journey, r 
knew from the beginnjng that r was setting up a challenge for myself. 

Nearly the entire first semester of the project involved simply getting my bearings 
in a new environment. r read through more papers on the details of RNA-Seq than r 
ever expected to see, and spent a great deal of time simply trying to develop a working 
knowledge of R by emulating previous studies and methods. Near winter break, r 
started to become frustrated with what r considered to be a lack of progress. r was still 
struggling with R, and r had absolutely no clear idea of what r could write about, as 
r hadn't done any original work up to that point. Shortly after this frustration though , 
r was attempting to fully understand a data normalization procedure that required the 
selection of part of the data as a reference to compare the others against. The selection 
method of choice seemed rather arbitrary to me at the time, and it seemed natura.! to ask 
"what difference does it make?" I soon realized that this seemingly obvious question 
appeared to have no clear answer to date, and that I had found a research topic to 
pursue. 

Looking back now, near the end of this research project, I'm amazed both at how 
much of a foreign field I've been able understand in a relatively short span of time, 
and at the amount of knowledge that I'm now aware that r lack in that very same field . 
While my work may not be groundbreaking, it does address a relevant question, and 
serves as a proof of concept for me. Taking the skills I've developed in a few narrow 
fields, integrating them, and applying them to new problems is not only within the 
realm of possibilities, but a relatively simple matter when compared with my initial 
expectations. 
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Introduction 

RNA-Seq overview 

RNA-Seq experiments have wide-ranging applications in genomic studies, as they 
produce large quantities of high-quality genetic data at a relatively low cost. This 
data can be used for such purposes as building de /lOVO (from-scratch) assemblies of 
genomes, discovering variations in genes of interest, classifying species, and determin
ing relative levels of gene expression within and between genetic samples [8) . This 
paper focuses on the last of these applications, comparison of gene expression between 
two different treatment groups . 

The quantity and quality of proteins present in a cell determine nearly all of its 
characteristics. The shape, function, and overa! I health of a cell are determined primar
ily by its proteins and their relative concentrations. By extension, many macro-level 
characteristics of an organism are revealed by its precise genetic makeup and protein 
production qualities. The genetic codes for proteins are stored in a cell's DNA, but 
the DNA is not used directly by a cell to create the proteins. RNA transcription is the 
intermediate step between cellular DNA and the creation of proteins in a cell. Cellular 
processes within a cell trigger the creation of RNA transcripts from the DNA template, 
and these transcripts are then used in the creation of proteins. Using RNA transcript 
concentrations as a proxy for overall protein production, RNA-Seq experiments can be 
performed to detect the differences in gene expression between two biological treat
ments, such as liver vs. brain tissue, healthy vs. diseased tissue, or two breeds of the 
same species. By understanding the biological differences between different samples, 
we gain further insight into and mastery over the processes that govern life. 

The collection and analysis of RNA-Seq data is a multi-step process that borrows 
heavily from the fields of chemistry, mathematics, and computer science to create a new 
field known as bioinformatics. Here, we give an overview of the process for a Differ
ential Expression (DE) analysis between two different genetic samples . The workflow 
for a typical RNA-Seq experiment can be presented succinctly as follows: 

• 	 Chemical processes prepare an RNA sample for analysis 

• 	 Raw short reads are generated by the RNA-Seq machine, with corresponding 
quality scores 

• 	 These raw counts are filtered by quality, and typically mapped to a reference 
genome 

• 	 A read count is kept for each gene in each sample 

• A normalization method is applied to these raw counts to make the samples 
comparable 

• 	 Various statistical methods are applied to test for DE genes. 
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Data collection 

DE analysis experiments start with two or more genetic samples selected for com
parison. These samples are chemically processed to isolate the RNA sequences from 
the other components of the cell. These RNA sequences are then amplified (dupli
cated) using a Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) process. This increases the total 
amount of genetic material available for sequencing without dramatically altering the 
relative quantities of each RNA sample. These RNA samples are then fragmented and 
fed into a sequencing machine [7]. 

While the precise details of the sequencing process vary between platforms, most 
platforms function using highly similar methods. Typically, fragmented RNA strands 
are anchored to some sort of nanostructure, and treated with four chem.ically altered 
bases that are engineered to bind with the RNA strands at the next available site. The 
sample is then cleaned and scanned by an optic system. Each base fluoresces a differ
ent color, and tills color is used to identify the base that bonded to each location on the 
sample. The base identity and a quality score are recorded for each observed location. 
The sample is then treated to remove the fluorescence and prepare it for the next base 
to bond. This process is repeated a desired number of times, typically yielding outputs 
25-50 base pairs in length [7]. 

Mapping 

Once the data has been collected, it must be mapped to a genome in order to de
termine which gene each particular observation represents. Tills process introduces 
several challenges, as discussed below. 

The first step in processing the data typically involves filtering out any low-quality 
reads. This is typically accomplished by setting a quality threshold and omitting any 
samples that contain one or more bases with a quality score beneath that threshold. 

Once the data has been cleaned, the RNA sequences must be mapped to a genome. 
Although it is possible to construct a genome de novo using the observed data [II], DE 
analysis typically uses a pre-mapped genome for the mapping of RNA sequences. Bor
ders between genes in the genome are marked, short reads mapped, and a cumulative 
read count kept for each gene. These summarized read counts are ultimately passed on 
to the next steps in the analysis. 

Mapping is a complex process that involves matching millions of RNA observations 
(called short reads) to a genome of potentially billions of base pairs. This complexity 
is compounded by the nature of genetic material. Before being decoded into proteins, 
many RNA strands have one or more portions of their length enzymatically removed, 
leading to RNA strands which are not contiguous over the genome, and thus cannot be 
mapped directly [13]. Additionally, DNA and RNA alike often contain what are known 
as single nucleotide polymorph isms (SNPs), where a single nucleic base is replaced by 
another, again making it impossible to directly map any RNA short reads containing 
SNPs directly to an existing genome 141. 

These difficulties in data processing, among others, have inspired many innovative 
and efficient computer algorithms for the efficient mapping of short reads to a reference 
genome [14]. Even with these advances, typical RNA-Seq data can still take an entire 
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day to process on a single desktop computer. This computational time can be drasti
cally reduced with access to a cluster computer, as the independent nature of each short 
read makes read-mapping a natural candidate for massively parallel processing. 

Normalization 

Before a statistical analysis can be run on the read counts generated by the map
ping process. the samples need to be made comparable using a preprocessing step 
called normalization . Each sample will have a different number of total gene counts. 
As such, different samples cannot be directly compared. The naive approach of scaling 
all samples to a equal cumulative count does not perform well when there is variation 
between samples [10] . As such, more complex normalization procedures have been 
proposed, and a great deaJ of research conducted on the relative effectiveness of each 
process [3, 6]. 

Trimmed Mean of M-values normalization 

One popular normalization method is the trimmed mean of M-values (TMM) ap
proach proposed by Robinson and Oshlack (2010), which operates under the assump
tion that most genes are not differentially expressed between two samples, and gener
ates a normalization factor for each sample library such that, on average there is no DE 
for a large percentage of genes [10J. Formally, calculation of a normalization factor 
!k using library k as the reference library, TMM normalization of two samples is as 
follows : 

YgkiN.M g = IOg 2 Ygk' I" J'O k ' 
Log-fold changes (M-values) 

Absolute expression levels 

f,,, = L wgMg Nonnalization factor 
g EG ' 

where 9 represents a given gene, Y denotes the total number of reads for a given gene 
in one sample, N denotes the total number of reads in a sample, k denotes the refer
ence sample, k' denotes the second sample, G' denotes the set of genes after trimming 
the genes with extreme M- and A-values (typically 30% and 5%, respectively), and W 

represents a weight calculated using the delta method. 

Normalization is accomplished by mUltiplying library size (total gene counts) of 
sample k by .JJk and dividing the library of sample k' by .JJk. 

When more than two samples are being normalized simultaneously, one sample 
must be selected as the reference against which all other samples are compared. The 
edgeR software package uses TMM normalization by default, and selects the reference 
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sample whose upper-quartile read count is nearest the mean upper-quartile count [9] . 
This selection criteria is somewhat arbitrary, and may not provide the most robust DE 
detection results. 

DE detection 

Once data nonnalization has been achieved, the next step is most often to perfonn 
a statistical test on the data to generate a list of potentially DE genes . While the Pois
son model is theoretically the natural choice for analyzing count data, it typically does 
not perform well. This is primarily because the Poisson distribution has its variance 
tied directly to its mean. Empirical evidence has shown that observed read counts in 
RNA-Seq data tend to have variances that are greater than expected of a Poisson dis
tribution, likely due to additional variation caused by biological and/or experimental 
factors. These findings have led to the proposal of alternative distributions, such as the 
generalized Poisson and the negative binomial distributions, both of which are related 
to the Poisson distribution, but have more flexibility in their mean-variance relation
ship [5, 12]. 

Once a statistical test has been selected and performed, the output p-values are used 
to determine which genes from the sample are statistically likely to be DE. This con
cludes the DE test itself, but the infonnation generated from the results is often passed 
on to other experiments, as detennining that a gene is differentially expressed between 
two samples is only a first step in understanding the biological significance of that gene. 

Objectives 

This study seeks to understand the impact of reference sample selection on TMM 
normalization and subsequent DE analysis, and to propose the averaging of normaliza
tion vectors across multiple reference samples as a method for reducing unnecessary 
variability in DE detection results. 

Methodology 

This study uses the edgeR package to run TMM normalization and DE analysis on 
both observed and simulated datasets. Each dataset is normalized multiple times, first 
by calculating normalization vectors using each possible reference sample, and then 
calculating an additional nonnalization vector by averaging these initial vectors. We 
then run a default edgeR DE analysis using each nonnaJization vector, and compare 
the DE detection results . 

(The R code used in the creation and analysis of these datasets is available at the 
end of this document.) 
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Observed data 

The observed dataset considered here comes from a study by Bottomly (20 II) com
paring two inbred strains of mice [2]. Genet.ic samples were taken from two species of 
inbred mice commonly studied in neuroscience research, C57BU6J (B6) and DBAI2J 
(D2). There were eleven samples from B6, and ten from D2. A total of 36,536 were 
observed, with a total of approximately 10.3 million individual gene counts. 

Simulated data 

The data simulation used in this study generated 10,000 genes for an initial treat
ment, according to a Pareto distribution whose parameters were estimated from the 
BottomJy count data. 20% of these genes were selected as DE, and scaled up or down 
by a fixed DE level to obtain the true counts for a second treatment group, with half of 
the DE genes being scaled in each direction. Ten samples were then generated from 
each treatment, using the calculated true expression levels, and a global dispersion pa
rameter estimated from the Bottomly dataset. 

Using this procedure, datasets were created for DE levels of 2 x , 1.5 x , 1.25 x , and 
1.2 x, with DE level representing the ratio of true expression levels of DE genes be
tween the two treatment groups. 

Results 

Normalization vector analysis 

No dataset produces any normalization vectors that are noticeably different from 
their counterparts in an obvious way. Normalization vectors for highly DE simula
tions were nearly identical, with R2 values between vectors averaging above 95%. The 
lower DE level simulations exhibit vector variation characteristics similar to those of 
the Bottomly vectors. All of the simulated data exhibited variances across their indi
vidual dimensions that were an order of magnitude less than the variance between the 
Bottomly vectors. 

Dataset 

Boltomly 
2x DE 
1.5 x DE 
1.25 x DE 
1.2x DE 

R2 

76% 
99% 
93% 
61% 
69% 
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Bottomly DE detection analysis 

8.1 % of the 2500 Bottomly genes that ace detected as DE depend on the sample se
lected as the normalization reference. Figure 1 shows the variations in gene detection 
between each reference. Sample 10 clearly stands out as an outlier, with approximately 
triple the average number of reference dependent detections when compared with the 
other possible selections. Removing sample 10 from consideration yields 4.7% of DE 
genes as reference-dependent. Roughly 40% of the observed variation in possible DE 
detection results only varies in this single sample. 

Oifferenti~ny DetltCted Genes by Reference Ub~ry 

" c 
I 

.5 
~ 
"8 
i 
III 
o 

" c 
'5 
<\ 

Gene5 Detected by Lane ___. 

Figure 1: A heat map comparison of the Bottomly DE detection results under different TMM 
references. Sample 8 was the default reference chosen by edgeR. The highlighted sample (8) is 
the default selected by edgeR. 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of gene size in the entire Bottomly set, the DE detected 
genes, and the genes differentially detected based on reference selection. These distri
butions appear highly similar, with no obvious trends for predicting which genes might 
be differentially detected between sample selection. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of gene length in the BotLOmly dataset. 

Figure 3 shows mean-adjusted descriptive statistics for the Bottomly dataset. There 
are no obvious reasons to suspect sample 10 as an outlier. Sample 10 has an upper quar
tile that is the 33 rd percentile across all samples, and is relatively near the mean when 
compared against other samples. This implies that upper quartile read count has little 
to do with a reference sample 's outlier status . It is conceivable that the current TMM 
reference selection method, which uses the upper quartile read count, is suscepti
ble to the selection of an outlier sample. 
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Mean-Adjusted ht QUlnile Mean-Adjusted Median 

Meln-Adjusted 3rd QUlnile Meln-Adjusted Max 

Mean Coeflclent 01 V.rlatlon 

Figure 3: Descriptive statistics of read counts for each sample in the Bottomly dataset (after 
filtering extremely low-count genes). There is no obvious reason to suspect that normalizing 
against C57BL 10 produces DE results that differ significantly from a ll other sample selections. 

Simulation DE detection analysis 

N.one .of lhe simulated datasets pr.ovides any single n.ormaJizati.on reference as 
unique as B.ottomly sample 10, but variati.on in DE detecti.on is still .observed that mim
ics. A sununary .of the DE detecti.on results for each experiment is pr.ovided in Figure 4. 

In the 2x DE simulation, fewer than 2% .of DE detecti.ons are reference dependent. 
All .of the reference dependent detecti.ons are false P.ositives, and true detecti.on rates 
are at 98%. These results imply that f.or highly DE genes, reference sample selecti.on 
has little t.o n.o impact .on results. 

The 1.5 x DE simulation cl.osely matches the 2 x results, but with tW.o true detec
ti.ons that are reference dependent, and a true detecti.on rate .of 89%. 

In the 1.25 x DE simulation, roughly 5% .of DE detecti.ons are reference depen
dent, with appr.oximately half true and half false P.ositives. True DE detecti.on rates 
are at 54%. This simulati.on m.ost cl.osely represents the B.ott.omly data results after 
rem.oving the .outlier sample from c.onsiderati.on. This similarity makes it reas.onable t.o 
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suspect that many of the differentially detected genes in observed data under different 
reference samples may be true DE genes, validating the use of a more complex nor
malization method in an effort to stabilize DE detection results. 

The 1.2x DE simulation again yields roughly 2% reference dependent DE detec
tions. True detection rates are 39%. 

Across all s imulations, no single reference sample significantly out- or under-performs 
its peers in a manner similar to Bottomly reference 10, making it difficult to estimate 
how many of the differentially detected genes from the Bottomly set are true detec
tions . Generating data that produces results similar to the Bottomly set will at the very 
least require several more simulations of the current model, but it is likely that a more 
complex model will be needed to produce results consistent with observation. 

I 
IBottomly 110228 25.00 Ir N/A I N/A I 202 I 8.1% I N/A N/A 

IBottomly (excluding Silmple 10) IlOUS 2411 I: N/A N/A U3 I 4.1% IN/A N/A 

DE mall1ltude 0. 99'l7 2345 1961 384 42 1.8% a 42 

DE maJllitude 1.5. 99'l5 2194 1786 408 33 1.5% 2 31 

DE mall"itude 1.2SX 9996 1465 1071 394 69 4.7% 3S 31 

DE magnilued 1.0. 9998 1194 787 407 27 2.3% I 16 11 

Figure 4: Summarized results of DE detection across all experiments. In all generated datasets , 
there were 2,000 DE and 8,000 non-DE genes with a few genes filtered out during analysis due 
to low total read counts. 

ROC curves 

The ROC curves (not shown here) for each generated dataset are nearly indistin
guishable from one another, implying that when there are no outliers in the set of 
normalization vectors, reference sample selection has a minimal impact on the stability 
of DE detection results. As none of the generated datasets contain any samples that 
yield outlier normalization vectors, the impact of such samples on the ROC curve is 
unknown. 

Stability of resuJts 

The proposed method of normalization vector averaging yields DE detection re
suJts which are generally more stable than the results generated by an arbitrary 
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reference under TMM normalization. In all observed cases, the number of reference
dependent genes detected by our proposed method is less than the expected number 
of reference dependent genes for a randomly selected reference sample. In addition, 
the count of reference dependent genes differs from the minimum-difference sample 
by less than 2%, and always falls below the 15th percentile. Current methods of refer
ence sample selection may not be entirely arbitrary, but there is reason to believe that 
outlier samples may not be well correlated with the selection criteria in current use, 
leading us to suspect that the expected number of reference dependent genes under a 
random reference selection is representative of the true expectation under current se
lection methods. If this is the case, normalization vector averaging produces results 
which are more stable than current methods the majority of the time, perhaps as much 
as 80% of the time, based on oUI observations. 

Pseudo-majority DE detection 

Our proposed method of normalization vector averaging generally produces DE 
detection results that were in agreement with the majority of all possible reference 
selections. In our analyses, 99.98% of the observed detection results under the vec
tor normalization approach yielded results consistent with this majority-rule pattern. 
While the few counterexamples show that this is not a definitive rule, these observa
tions intuitively demonstrate how normalization vector averaging reduces the potential 
impact that a small number of outliers can have on the results of an experiment. 

Summary 

• 	 The current default method of TMM normalization reference sample selec
tion employed by the edgeR package is potentially susceptible to the pro
duction of unstable DE detection results. 

• 	 Our proposed method of normalization vector averaging eliminates the po
tential variability introduced by arbitrary reference sample selection with
out sacri.ficing detection performance. 

• 	 Normalization vector averaging closely tracks the majority outcome of all 
possible DE detection results while only requiring a single full analysis of 
the data, along with the computation of multiple normalization vectors. 
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Conclusions 

Outliers are difficult to detect without running multiple DE analyses, and they in
troduce unnecessary variability into DE detection results. Our normalization vector 
averaging process eliminates this variability without requiring the large amounts of ad
ditional computing resources that would be required to run multiple analyses. Normal
ization vector averaging appears to have little impact on the detection of highly DE 
genes, but serves to stabilize the detection of genes with low fold-changes. Aside 
from a slightly longer compute time, normalization vector averaging appears to have 
minimal drawbacks, and should serve to increase the quality of DE detection analysis 
results in RNA-Seq data. 

Further Research 

This study considers only the simplest of read count simulation models. Further 
research using mUltiple simulations and more realistic simulation data may provide 
additional insights. Examples of more realistic simulation data include variable disper
sion, with some "housekeeping" genes having Poisson distribution rather than negative 
binomial, as suggested by Auer and Doerge (2011) [I]. 

It is unclear from our limited research how common outlier normalization vectors 
are in the analysis of observed data, and the their impact on DE detection results is 
not fully understood. Further study of both real and simulated data could determine 
whether the additional variability introduced by current normalization methods is great 
enough to warrant the use of our more complex normalization procedure . While our 
method will generally not perform worse than current methods, an efficient method for 
detecting and avoiding outliers in reference sample selection would render the vector 
averaging process unnecessary. 
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RCode 

Bottomly DE Analysis 

# innitial setup 
library(edgeR) 
setwd("C:\\Users\\Brandon\\Desktop\\RNA analysis\\Work\\EdgeR") 

# read in the data 
raw.data <- read.table( file "bottomly_count_table.txt", 

header = TRUE ) 
#head( raw.data ) 

# format count data 
counts <- raw.data[ , -1 1 
rownames( counts) <- raw.datal , 1 1 # gene names 
colnames( counts) <- paste(c(rep("C57BL_",10),rep("DBA_",11)) 

, c ( 1 : 10, 1 : 11) , s ep=" " ) 

# summaries 
#dim( counts 
#colSums( counts) # Library Sizes 
#colSums( counts) ! 1e06 # Library Sizes in millions of reads 
#table( rowSums( counts) ) [ 1:30 1 # Number of low count genes 

# build the edgeR Object 
group <- c(rep("C57BL",10),rep("DBA",11)) 
cds <- DGEList( counts, group = group) 

# filter out genes that don't have at least 1 rpm in 3+ samples 
cds <- cds[rowSums(1e+06 * cds$counts!expandAsMatrix( 

cds$samples$lib.size, dim (cds)) > 1) >= 3, 1 

# calculate normalization factors (TMM) 
normFactors = matrix(, nrow = nrow(cds$samples), ncol 

nrow(cds$samples) + 2) 
colnames(normFactors) = c("Default Factors", 

rownames(cds$samples) ,"Average") 
rownames(normFactors) = row names (cds$samples) 

cds <- calcNormFactors( cds) 
normFactors[,11 = t(cds$samples[3]) 

for (i in 1:nrow(cds$samples)) 
cds <- calcNormFactors( cds, ref Column i) 
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normFactors[,i+l] t(cds$samples[3 ]) 

normFactors[,i+2] = apply(normFactors(,l:i+1 ] ,1,mean) 

# save the ca lculated normalization fa ctors to a fil e 
write.table(normFactors, "NormFa cto rs.txt", sep="\t", 

row. names = TRUE) 

cds$samples[3 ] <- normFactors[,3] 
i=2 

#Run DE Analysis for each reference c o lumn 
for (i in l:(nrow (cds$samples [ 3] )+l)) ( 

#grab the norm factors for reference sample i 
cds$samples [3] <- normFacto rs(,i+1] 

cds < - estimateTagwiseDisp( cds , prior = 10 ) 

de.common <- exactTest( cds, dispersion = "commo n" , 
pair = c ( "CS7BL" , "DBA" 

de.tagwise <- exactTest( cds , dispersion = "tagwi se " , 
pair = c ( "CS7BL" , "DBA" ) ) 

resultsTbl.common <- topTags( de.common , 

n = nrow( de.common$table ) )$table 


resultsTbl.tagwise <- topTags( de.tagwise , 

n = nrow ( de. tagwise$table ) ) Stable 


#### Output Results 

# Change column names to be specific to the analysis , 

# logCon c and l ogFC are the same in both. 

co lnames ( resultsTbl. common <. - c ( "logC onc " , "logFC" , 


"pVal.Cmn" , "adj.pVa l .Cmn" ) 
colnames ( resultsTbl. tagwise ) <- c ( "logConc " , "logFC" , 

"pVa l.Tgw" , "adj.pVal.Tgw" ) 

# Below provides the info to re-order the coun t matrix to 
# be in li ne with the order of the results. 
wh.rows.tagwise < - match( rownames( resultsTbl.tagwise 

rownames( cds$counts ) ) 
wh.rows.common <- match( rownames( resultsTbl.commo n ) 

rownames( cds$counts 

# Tagwise Res ult s 

combResu lts.tagwi se <- cbind( resultsTbl.tagwise , 
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"Tgw.Disp" = cds$tagwise.dispersion( wh.rows.tagwise 1 
"UpDown.Tgw" = decideTestsDGE( de.tagwise , p.value = 0.05 

[ wh.rows.tagwise 1 

cds$counts[ wh.rows.tagwise , 

#head( combResults.tagwise ) 


# Common Results 

combResults.common <- cbind( resultsTbl.common , 

"Cmn.Disp" = cds$common.dispersion , 

"UpDown.Cmn" = decideTestsDGE( de.common , p.value 0.05 ) 


[ wh.rows.common 1 

cds$counts[ wh.rows.common , 

#head( combResults.common ) 


# Ouput csv tables of results 
if (i<nrow (cds$samples [3]) +1) ( 

write.table( combResults.tagwise , file = pastel 

"combResults_tgw_bottomly_ref",i,".csv",sep="") 

sep = "," , row.names = TRUE) 


write.table( combResults.common , file = pastel 

"combResults_cmn_bottomly_ref",i,".csv",sep="") 

sep = "," , row.names = TRUE) 


else ( 
write.table( combResults.tagwise file 


"combResults_tgw_bottomly_avg.csv", 

sep = "," , row.names = TRUE) 


write.table( combResults.common , file 

"combResults_cmn_bottomly_avg.csv", 

sep = "," , row.names = TRUE) 


Count Data Simulation 

#RNA-Seq Read Count Simulation for Two Conditions 

library(actuar) 

setwd("C: / Users/Brandon/Desktop/RNA analysis/Work / EdgeR/ 
DataSet Creation") 

simID = "0005" #Sumulation 10 for file naming purposes 

#Simulation Constants 
numGenes = 10000 
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#number of replicates to simulate for each condition 
numReplicates = 10 

#decimal percent of DE genes 
proportionDE = .2 

#decimal percent of the proportion of DE genes t o be scaled up 
proportionScaledUp = .5 

#mu l tiplier for DE genes, > 1 
DELevel = 1.2 

#parameters for pareto distribution of gene counts 
### estimates from non-zero count genes in bottom1 y dataset: 
### scale = 178 .297 
### shape = 2.02645 
trueExpressionScale 178.297 
trueExpressionShape 2.02645 

#estimate from bottomly dataset: 0.038862 
g l obalDispersion = 0.038862 

constants = matr ix(nrow = 9, ncol = 1) 
constants = as.matrix(c(simID,numGenes,numReplicates, 

proportionDE,proportionScaledUp,DELevel, 
trueExpressionScale,trueExpressionShape, 
g l obal Dispers i on) ) 

rownames(constants ) c("Simulation ID", "Number of Genes", 
"Number of Replicates", "Proportion o f DE Genes", 
"Proport ion of DE Genes Which are OverExpressed", "DE Level", 
"True Expressi o n Pareto Scale Parameter", 
"True Expression Pa reto Shape Parameter", 
"Global Dispersion Parameter") 

#Generate True Means for First Sample 

means = matrix(nrow = numGenes, nco l = 2) 

rownames(means) = paste("gene",l:numGenes) 

co lnames(means) = paste("group",1:2) 

means[,l] = roun d (rpareto(n = numGenes, shape 


trueExpression Shape, scale = t r ueExpressionScale» + 1 

# +1 eliminates zero reads 


#Sele c t DE genes, and assign up and do wn scal ing 
DEGen es = sort(as.vector(sample(numGenes, 
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round(numGenes * proportionDE) ,replace = FALSE))) 
DEGenesUpscaled = sort (as.vector(sample(DEGenes, 

round(numGenes * proportionDE * proportionScaledUp), 
replace = FALSE))) 

DEGenesDownscaled = setdiff(DEGenes,DEGenesUpscaled) 

#Calculate true gene expression for treatment 2 
means[,2] = means[,l] 
means[DEGenesUpscaled,2] = means [DEGenesUpscaled, 1] * DELevel 
means[DEGenesDownscaled,2j = round(means[DEGenesDownscaled,lj 

I DELevel) 

#Simulate count data 
counts = matrix(nrow = numGenes, ncol = 2 * numReplicates) 
rownames(counts) = paste("gene",l:numGenes) 
colnames(counts) = c(pasteO("Gl_S",l:numReplicates), 

pasteO("G2_S",1:numReplicates)) 

counts[,l:numReplicates] = means[,l] 

counts [, (numReplicates+l) (numReplicates*2)] means[,2] 


if(globalDispersion ==0) 

counts = apply(counts,1:2,function(x) rpois(n 1, lambda x) ) 


}else{ 
counts apply(counts,1:2,function(x) rnbinom(n 1, 

size l/globalDispersion, mu = x)) 

write.table(constants, pasteO("Constants_",simID, ".txt"), 
sep=" \ t",col.names = FALSE) 

write.table(means, pasteO("TrueMeans_",simID,".txt"), sep="\t") 
write.table(DEGenes, pasteO("DEGeneIDs_",simID,".txt"), sep="\t", 

row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE) 
write.table(counts, pasteO("SimCounts_",simID, ".txt"), sep="\t") 

Simulation Analysis 

# innitial setup 

library(edgeR) 

setwd("C:\\Users\\Brandon\\Desktop\\RNA analysis\\Work\\EdgeR") 


# read in the data 

counts <- read.table( file "SimCounts OOOl.txt" , header TRUE ) 

#head( raw.data ) 
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# summaries 
#dim( counts 
#colSums( counts # Library Sizes 
#c o lSums( counts / le06 # Library Sizes in millions of reads 

# Number of g enes with low counts 
#table( rowSums( counts ) [ 1:30 ] 

# build the edgeR Object 
group < - c(rep("A",lO),rep("B",10)) 
cds < - DGEList( counts, group = group 

# filter out genes that don't have at least 1 rpm in 3+ samples 
cds <- cds(rowSums(le+06 * cds$counts/expandAsMatrix( 

cds$samples$lib.size, dim(cds)) > 1) >= 3, ] 

# calculate normalization factors (TMM) 
normfactors = matrix(, nrow = nrow(cds$samples), ncol = 

nrow(cds$samples) + 2) 
colnames(normfactors) c("Default factors",rownames(cds$samples), 

"Average") 
rownames(normfactors) rownames(cds$samples) 

cds < - calcNormFactors( cds) 

normfactors(,l] = t(cds$samp1es[3]) #record default factors 


#record factors for each refe rence column 

for (i in l:nrow(cds$samples)) 

cds <- calcNormFactors( cds, refColumn i) 
normfactors[,i+1} = t(cds$samples [3] ) 

normfactors[,i+2) = apply(normfactors [ ,1:i+1),1,mean) 

write.table(normfactors, "Normfactors .txt", sep="\t", row. names - TRUE) 

cds$samples(3) < - normfactors[,3] 

#Run DE Analysis for each reference column 
for (i in 1:(nrow (cds$samp l es[3])+1)) 

#grab the no r m factors for reference sample i 

cds$samples[3] <- no r mFactors[,i+1] 


cds < - estimateTagwiseDisp( cds, prior 10 ) 
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de.common <- exactTest( cds, dispersion "common" , pair 
c ( "A" , "B" ) 

resultsTbl.common <-topTags(de.common,n=nrow(de.common$table))$table 


#### Output Results 

# Change column names to be specific to the analysis, 

# 10gConc and 10g[C are the same in both. 

colnames( resultsTbl.common <- c( "logConc" , "logFC" , 


"pVal.Cmn" , "adj .pVal.Cmn" ) 

# Below provides the info to re-order the count matrix 
# to be in line with the order of t he results. 
wh.rows.common <- match( rownames( resultsTbl.common ) 

rownames( cds$counts ) 

# Common Dispersion Results 
combResults.common <- cbind( resultsTbl.common , 

"Cmn.Disp" = cds$common.dispersion , 
"UpDown.Cmn" = decideTestsDGE( de.common , p.value = 0.05 
( wh.rows.common 1 cds$counts[ wh.rows.common , ] ) 

if(i < nrow(cds$samples[3])+l) 
write.table( combResults.common , fi l e = 


paste("combResults_cmn_ref",i,".csv",sep="") 

sep = "," , row.names = TRUE) 


else ( 

write.table( combResults.commo n , file = 


"combResults_cmn_avg.csv" , sep " , II row.names TRUE ) 
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